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Perfect Math For Students Who Are Math ChallengedLEARN FRACTIONS THE FUN, EASY WAY!

Excellent Test Prep Resource..After purchasing this award-winning book, you will realize that it

deserves a 5-star review. Give us a 5-star review and Math Essentials will send you a gift (a $14.95

value). You help others to find out about our award-winning books, and we show our appreciation.

Just email us using the address in the front of the book with the name on your review.. This math

book will ensure that students learn fractions inside out. They will learn that learning fractions is

really simple, and that math is cool, and that math is fun. *This book overs all four operations,

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Students will master all they need to know about

fractions. Even those who have strugged with math in the past, will find that fractions are really easy

math.  This award-winning math book has some unique featuresThe book is a winner of the "Intel

Innovations in Teaching" award*A Helpful Hints section introduces each topic in easy-to-understand

language. Students will find that math is fun and math is easy. This section provides math tutoring

and math help at its best. This is fun math and cool math* A Written Exercises section includes

sample problems and lots of math practice and math problems related to new math topics* A Math

Review Section provides math practice for math topics that have been previously covered. This will

ensure that students don't forget what they have learned*Students will get the math help and math

tutoring for a topic that gives so many students so much difficulty* Each Math Lesson also contains

practical, real-life math problem solving. Learning math word problems strategies is very important*

Each lesson requires only 20 minutes per day! Students will find that using this book is like having

their own math tutor If you like free online math games,TRY OUR FREE iPhone app, MATH

EXPERT, from Math Essentials. Learn math facts the fun and easy way! Check out our other math

materials. Many of them include free online math tutoring.
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In his customary succinct and painless way, Richard Fisher has written a series of skill specific math

workbooks. Like an efficient patch kit, each book seals any holes that might exist in your student's

math skills. I had the opportunity to look over these six, streamlined, no-fluff workbooks (just the way

I like them). Fractions, Geometry, Percents and Decimals, Problem Solving, Whole Numbers and

Integers, and Pre-algebra Concepts are individually and precisely targeted. Each subject is given a

thorough yet simple treatment (a rare combination). First, by laying a firm foundation with the basics,

building precept upon precept, and finally topping off the skills we have gained with final reviews to

ensure hole-free mastery. With my limited understanding of math, I was able to easily comprehend

the short lessons in the Helpful Hints section with examples. I could have used a little more

explanation for the more complex concepts to nudge my brain to its grasping point; still, I was able

to ascertain a concept by looking at the answer and figuring out how it was arrived at (I call it

creative learning). I used Pre-Algebra Concepts with companion DVD for a review of Pre-Algebra

and would unquestionably have used it as my son's primary text had I discovered this series sooner

(the other books in this series do not come with a companion DVD). I recommend these books and

will be using them for reinforcing any weak areas that crop up in my son's math comprehension.

Seriously helpful workbook. There is almost enough space to show your work throughout. I did

about half the problems all the way through, and the pre-test at the end. As my test date gets closer

I'll do the rest of the problems for review. I only found one problem at the beginning with a wrong

printed answer. The instructions are clear and to the point. I used this for review style learning.

If you start on the first page and make sure your student understands the way to use the Hint and

solve the two sample problems this subject matter will move along painlessly for a student. Check

over the lesson immediately and find any problem he/she missed and use the hint to help him/her

learn to self correct the problem. Cover at least one, and no more than two, lessons per day until

your child is caught up with grade level and then use the rest of the lessons to keep them ahead.



I am very happy with Richard Fisher's series Mastering Essential Math Skills. The books are

presented in a simple fashion. The instruction is clear and to the point. Each lesson begins with a

Review Exercises section and a Helpful Hints section. These sections are followed by appropriate

problems. What I especially like about the books are that page by page the work seems easy. This

is a great help to students who need to learn math but who aren't excited by the idea of studying

math. It is also great for students who don't want to do a ton of problems, but who simply want to

learn the material and then move on to the next topic. Teaching and learning math is a lot easier

with the help of these books!

My daughter struggles with math so we are started with basics and then added fractions to her

learning. This book has been helping every bit plus when you get the code to watch videos online,

they take you step by step on how to master fractions. I would recommend this book easy to use

and easy to follow.

Great for mastering fractions! In 15 to 20 minutes or so a day a child can be taught how to do

fraction problems and adults can use it to brush up on their knowledge and skills. The publisher

says I will be compensated for giving a 5 star review, but I would have given 5 stars anyway.

Love these books for my daughter who had fallen behind. Caught herself up and finally saw her

beaming with pride as she said, "I can do math!!" We are now homeschooling and still incorporate

these lessons into our curriculum with our Saxon Math.

My daughter was disappointed that there was not more instruction on the worksheets to keep her on

track of learning fractions. She needed more instruction. That was our experience with a couple of

these workbooks. I had been excited at first to have a workbook that looked good. But it did not

have enough instruction in it before delving into the problems. So we were pretty disappointed.
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